Technobyte Society
Technobyte is the official technical society of Computer and IT Engineering geeks of NIT Kurukshetra.
Students here develop and hone the technical skills. We conduct different workshops on the lastest
technologies, organise events and Guest lectures by the remarkable persons out there in the industry
for the students during the Techspardha. Here the vision is to guide students to become a great
technical geek by providing a quality technical environment to learn different fundamentals of computer
technology and contribute towards the society for the good.
Here is the a brief description of the activities :
Guest Lectures: In the series of Guest Lectures, well-renowned personalities are invited to deliver the
lectures. Techspardha 18’ Prime witnessed some great keynotes with Ankush Singla(founder of coding
ninjas), Siddharth Ranjhans(A harvard scholar), Rahul Kaushik(An influential writer) and many others.
Social Initiative: Technobyte takes a step forward in this direction by taking up 'SHE-SAVE-HER' as a
social initiative to make people aware.
Events:
Hackshetra: As the name suggests, it is a continuous 24 hours coding event. In this one can participate
as an individual or in a team of 2-3 members, in which problem statement is provided to the team and
the participants have to come with the solution in the form of a web app, or a site or an application.
Excalibur : It is a team event in which a real life problem is identified, analysed, and solved using
technology and creativity. Team has to prepare a prototype in the form of a running application.
Encoder: This the biggest coding event held during the fest in which one has to solve a given set of
questions in limited time duration on prestigious coding platform like codechef.
Keynote: This is multi round event which include participants presentation on any trending technical
field and issue with the help of ppts and self explanation.
Blackbox : The logic behind the result ,we all want to know this so this event provide you with the same
opportunity to predict logic behind any given set of input and output.
Webhunt: It's a platform to showcase your stellar Googling skills. With the world's most widely used
search engine at your disposal, Google your way through scores of fun riddles and puzzles.
Game Station: Yes, Society also conducts different computer gaming events like COD, Counterstrike,
Need For Speed, and many more.
All these events are co-ordinated by different members of society who help participants at each and
every stage of competition .
Students Representatives:
P Rakesh Kumar (President) - 9959974646
Sagar Setia (Vice President) - 7728855379
Vishal Rastogi (Secretary) - 8295144564
Shakshi (Additional Secretary)

Glance to the glory:

